
  

Extinction Rebellion Derby is a group of concerned, ordinary local people. We are working 

on a number of fronts, sometimes using non-violent direct action and civil disobedience to 

bring about the radical and urgent actions and changes in policy needed. You will receive 

training and support from a rapidly growing group of friendly caring people.  

Sign up on our website: www.rebellionderby.earth 

You might like to support us with arts, reaching new communities, training, finance, talking 

to the media, planning actions, wellbeing, social media or just give a little of your time.  

 

Social Media @xrderby 
Share images and videos of our acts of protest or this flyer today. Use #xrderby  

Follow xrderby on Facebook, Instagram or Twitter. Share our posts too!   

 

Consumer Pressure 

Boycott companies like Barclays and Nestlé who are responsible for large amounts of 

carbon emissions and are doing nothing about it – shop local, shop independent.  

 

Spread the Word 

Share the changes you’re making with your friends and followers, spread awareness of 

the climate emergency online and influence others.  

 

Community  

Join together with people locally to make positive changes – start a carpool or community 

garden, throw a clothes swap party, organise a cycle ride. Learn together how to eat a 

plant-based diet, go abroad by train, cycle to work. Bring people together against the 

climate emergency and help to build a world we’ll all be proud to be a part of.  

 

“We refuse to bequeath a dying planet to future generations by failing to act now. We act 

in peace and on behalf of life.”  

 

 

After you have read this, please take action, then give the flyer to someone else or recycle it. 

Thanks!                    Part of Derby Climate Coalition. 

 



 

e face an unprecedented, 

man-made environmental 

  

  

ur leaders are failing us– it is 

up to us to take action and 

 change. 

We’ve only a few years to make  and  changes in all areas of our lives. 

The government and media must tell 

the truth about the seriousness of the 

climate emergency and take actions 

to reverse contradictory policies and 

to inform the public about changes 

they must make immediately.  

The government must enact policies 

and binding legislation in order to 

reduce the UK’s carbon emissions to 

net zero by 2025.  

A citizen’s assembly must be formed 

to ensure the government is keeping 

to these promises and enforcing laws 

appropriately to make democracy 

work for us all.  

Global temperatures have already 

risen 1°C and are rising rapidly 

towards 1.5°C.  Above this level we 

will see catastrophic and irreversible 

impacts: flooding, wildfires and mass  

migrations caused by famine and 

loss of water supplies. 

The number of different vertebrate 

species has fallen by over 60% since 

1970. 

The global insect population is 

declining by 2.5% per year.  

Such a heavy reduction in insect 

populations will soon leave us facing 

food, clean air and water shortages. 


